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Homework #8

1. The of a Cepheid variable star is related to its .
A. velocity; distance
B. temperature; apparent magnitude
C. distance; absolute magnitude
D. mass; velocity
E. luminosity; period

2. Compared to a galaxy classed as Sa, a galaxy classed as Sb would
A. have a more prominent bar feature.
B. have more tightly wound spiral arms.
C. have a smaller nuclear bulge.
D. have a lower abundance of hot stars.

3. The Milky way galaxy is classified as
A. E2.
B. E7.
C. SBc.
D. Sc.

4. The provides a means of estimating the distances to galaxies.
A. Hubble Law
B. Period-Luminosity Law
C. Both A and B

5. The Local Group refers to the
A. nearby planets.
B. nearby stars.
C. nearby galaxies.
D. Solar System.
E. Milky Way.

6. The Magellanic Clouds are
A. open clusters.
B. clusters of galaxies.
C. spiral arms in the Milky Way.
D. dust clouds in the Milky Way.
E. satellites of the Milky Way.

7. Our galaxy has a diameter of about lightyears and is about
lightyears from the Andromeda Galaxy.

A. 800; 30,000
B. 10,000; 300,000
C. 100,000; 3,000,000
D. 800,000; 30,000,000
E. 8,000,000; 300,000,000
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8. The T = 30K Cosmic Background Radiation is
A. energy released by the rapid formation of the first galaxies.
B. energy released by the rapid formation of the first stars.
C. energy emitted by the primeval fireball at the instant of the Big Bang.
D. energy emitted by the primeval fireball after it had cooled to a few thousand degrees Kelvin.
E. the light emitted by the interstellar medium.

9. Which of these cosmologies was supported by the discovery of the 30 Cosmic Background Radiation?
A. Big Bang Model
B. Steady State theory
C. Neither A or B

10. Where was the Earth when the Big Bang occurred?
A. Far, far away in another part of the universe.
B. Close by, but protected by surrounding dust clouds.
C. In a different galaxy.
D. In a different universe.
E. It did not yet exist.

11. The Primeval Fireball was a state of and .
A. high density; low temperature
B. high density; high temperature
C. low density; high temperature
D. low density; low temperature

12. Following the nuclear fusion phase of the Big Bang, the universe was composed almost entirely of
A. helium.
B. hydrogen and helium.
C. carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen.
D. hydrogen and oxygen.
E. iron.

13. Most astronomers today reject the theory because it .
A. Steady State: did not predict the 30 Cosmic Background Radiation
B. Big Bang: did not predict the 30 Cosmic Background Radiation
C. Steady State: contradicts the Hubble Law
D. Big Bang: contradicts the Hubble Law
E. Oscillating Universe: predicts the universe is contracting

14. According to Hubble’s law, if galaxy A is four times more distant than galaxy B, then galaxy A is
moving

A. 16 times faster.
B. 4 times faster.
C. 2 times faster.
D. 1.4 times faster.

15. As far as we can see the universe is expanding
A. at a constant rate
B. at an increasing rate the further out we look
C. at a decreasing rate the further out we look
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16. In order to plot a graph of Hubble’s law, we need to know what information about galaxies?
A. distances and red shifts
B. luminosities and red shifts.
C. diameters and red shifts.
D. shapes and red shifts.

17. Astronomers believe that the present value of Hubble’s constant is 72 km/s/Mpc. Suppose you heard
tomorrow that a new value of Hubble’s constant had been determined: 36 km/s/Mpc. What would
happen to the value of the age of the universe estimated from the Hubble constant?

A. it would be doubled.
B. it would be halved.
C. it would not be changed; only our idea of the size of the universe would change.

18. The spiral arms in the disk of a spiral galaxy are
A. regions of slightly higher gas density where star formation is occurring
B. streams of stars being torn from the nucleus by its rapid rotation
C. waves of stars collected from the surrounding disk by the rapid rotation of the nucleus
D. regions relatively free of obscuring gas and dust where stars are still visible

19. Stars in our galaxy
A. follow Hubble’s law
B. are all receding from the galactic center
C. rotate around the center of the galaxy
D. are all moving toward the galactic center

20. Elliptical galaxies are generally older than spiral galaxies?
A. true: star formation has finished and there is little gas and dust
B. true: spiral arms have wound up, leading to the elliptical shape
C. false: both contain very old stars, although ellipticals have more of them
D. false: ellipticals have not yet developed spiral arms

21. The primary use of observations of 21-cm radiation is to determine
A. distances to distant stars
B. the chemical composition of the interstellar medium
C. the spiral structure of the galaxy
D. the distance of the sun from the center of the galaxy

22. The ”local group” refers to
A. the group of globular clusters surrounding our galaxy
B. the stars in the halo of our galaxy
C. the group of galaxies to which our galaxy belongs
D. no choice

23. Of all the galaxies in our cluster of galaxies, the most common shape is
A. spiral
B. elliptical
C. irregular
D. peculiar
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24. The milky way is
A. an irregular galaxy
B. an elliptical galaxy
C. a spiral galaxy
D. a barred spiral galaxy

25. The distance to a nearby galaxy is most accurately determined by
A. geometric means
B. observing a supernova in it
C. observing a cepheid variable in the galaxy
D. the parallax method

26. What would you estimate the classification is of this galaxy?

27. What would you estimate the classification is of this galaxy?

28. Explain the difference between a Doppler redshift and a cosmological redshift.
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29. In the future, a nearby galaxy will collide and merge with the Milky Way galaxy? Which galaxy will
this be, when will it happen, and what type of galaxy will likely result from the collision?

30. What is the difference between dark matter and dark energy? Explain.
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